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In 1984, the author's father left Tehran to serve at the entrance line of the struggle region
opposed to Iraq. In her pleasure to have her grandmother stick with her, 12-year-old Shirin
denies her fears approximately her father's safety. Her grandmother's fantastic stories provide
the woman energy and perception into dealing with her emotions. relations bonds additionally
supply consolation. yet lifestyles throughout the warfare isn't really easy. After her father's
secure return, Shirin unintentionally learns from him approximately existence within the warfare
region and the terrible scenes he had witnessed. being affected by her personal confusion and
eager for normalcy, Shirin is then advised through her father that they're leaving Iran. The
heartache of endlessly abandoning her grandparents and is overwhelming, and the kid's
reduction find safeguard is conquer via fears of the unknown world. Her kin existence begins to
solve because the results of her father's determination turn into reality. as soon as Upon a Time
in Tehran is a fictionalized memoir describing lifestyles in Tehran throughout the battle among
Iran and Iraq. The eager for a standard lifestyles in an Once Upon a Time in Tehran surprising
global is interwoven with cultural insights, celebrations, relations bonds and the evidence of
dwelling in a post-revolution Iran.The writer has no longer lower back to Iran on the grounds that
she left in February 1985. considering the fact that then she has lived in Sweden and the United
Kingdom. A counsellor/therapist, Shirin Amani Azari wrote this booklet so her daughter, Maya,
will come to understand her past due great-grandmother.
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